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Financing constraints - important factor

▶ High TFP firms may face borrowing constraints, reducing aggregate productivity
through misallocation to less productive plants (Hsieh & Klenow, 2009)

▶ Relaxing these constraints means firms may be able to invest in
productivity-improving technologies:

▶ Skilled labour

▶ Upgraded equipment

▶ Management training

▶ This particularly refers to long-term capital eg. bank lending.
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Real effects of bank lending

▶ Petersen & Rajan: Does distance still matter? The Information Revolution in Small
Business Lending.

If information was codified as hard information rather than available with the loan
officers as soft information (or borrowing is collateral-based as is common in India),
then would distance to bank branches still matter?

▶ Nguyen (2019): Are Credit Markets Still Local? Evidence from Bank Branch Closings.

Find that in the US, credit markets are still local, measured using bank branch
closures through arguably exogenous bank consolidations. May be useful to compare
magnitudes if there is complementarities in the
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This paper

▶ Study the impact of entry of new bank branches following a 2011 RBI regulation on
manufacturing plants in India

▶ Intuitive results in line with the literature: new bank branches increase bank credit,
and reduce precautionary savings.

▶ Real effects on size, employment, investment and TFP.

▶ Measure the spillovers from bank branches through the channel trade credit.
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Major comment: what is the role of TFP?

▶ One view: TFP is fixed (at least in the short run) and there is misallocation across
firms. The relaxation of borrowing constraints can reduce this misallocation,
increasing aggregate TFP.

▶ Measure the ecrease in misallocation as cost of borrowing decreases following Restuccia
& Rogerson (2008) and Hsieh & Klenow (2009)

▶ Examine for firms that have a priori high TFPQ and are financially constrained - effects
should be stronger for/driven by these firms.

▶ Second view: TFP can be increased through investment: explore the mechanisms
through which the TFP improvement occurs, keeping in mind the adjustment to the
price of capital in the TFP calculation.

▶ Skill of workers

▶ Upgrading equipment
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Major comment - spillovers through trade credit

Trade credit (accounts payable and accounts receivable)- Capture payments due for
delivery of intermediate goods and services, associated with making transactions easier in
liquidity-constrained economic environments. Eg: milk ”lent” to grocer, grocer makes
payment next morning once milk is sold and cash is collected.

▶ The firms receiving the positive banking shock increased assets and employment.
They should also increase the purchase of intermediate inputs for production, funded
through trade credit. Thus, the rise in trade credit may be coming from increased
demand.

▶ If there is increased demand for intermediate products, producers of intermediate
products will increases their inputs into production, ie. we would see their
employment, TFP and ultimately sales will increase. It is difficult to separate the
effect of the demand shock from the credit shock for trade credit.

Usually, we associate trade credit with smoothing over short-term liquidity constraints,
rather than hiring or new investments
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Minor comments

▶ Value added per worker versus output per worker as the measure of labour
productivity - since price of capital affected

▶ Mechanism through which credit affected will matter: many firms located near bank
branches still have difficulty accessing credit - can use external dependence measure
from Rajan & Zingales (1998)

▶ Macro effects of the policy through aggregate employment creation or aggregate TFP
improvements à la the misallocation literature.

Overall: Enjoyed the paper - well-implemented new study on a favorite topic!
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Thank you
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